
Anaplan - View Your Data with Confidence 

Imagine you have taken the plunge into the world of Cloud Computing. Or maybe you already have. 

What benefits do you expect? Would you enjoy being able to manipulate and view your data under 

different scenarios with just a few clicks and know that you are looking at the same source data?  One 

cloud based product that allows this in a very simple and user friendly manner is Anaplan and here we 

look at some of the ways you can view and manipulate your data. We also look at how Anaplan is 

different Excel in this respect. 

Once you have created an Anaplan model, the first view of your model is under the ‘Home’ tab.  An 

example view is shown below: 

 

As you can see this view allows you to place the components (modules) of your model into Functional 

Areas (Shown in blue with white writing). The user can define the functional areas and which module 

goes into which area. The order in which items appear are user defined. So they are not restricted to 

alphabetical or date order as in Windows Explorer, if you were trying to do something similar using 

spreadsheets and folders. Therefore with Anaplan the view of your model can be much more logical 

with inputs at the top, calculations in the middle and outputs at the bottom. 

The following two screenshots show how you can change the detail of your view with just a few 

clicks.  The first screenshot shows the Personnel Expenses Module with the Total Company (ringed in 

red) and the Personal Expense figures for all employees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

However by clicking on the drop down menu arrow next to Total Company it is possible to change 

the view detail. In the example below the view is for a single Employee – Simon Tucker (ringed in 

red). The update is instantaneous and the user can change views to show departments, regions etc., 

depending on how your model has been structured.  To do something similar in Excel would probably 

depend on having a set of spreadsheets and the issues that poses on synchronising data. As mentioned 

above with Anaplan there is only one single source of data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a similar way the user can toggle between different versions of their data. The example below 

shows the Plan and Forecast view of the same module. Keeping these views synchronised using 

spreadsheets would be an enormous task. As every time a change is made on your Forecast 

spreadsheet, the same would need to be done on your Plan spreadsheet. Therefore a monitoring and 

updating mechanism would need to be put in place, which adds a huge overhead to the maintenance 

of your spreadsheet. With Anaplan you do not have this problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another easy way to change the view of your module is to Pivot Data. This can be done by clicking 

on the Pivot Symbol. This allows the user to determine what appears, in rows, columns and tabs. The 

user has complete flexibility how they arrange their data. The screenshot above shows Company 

Profit for each month. However below this has been changed so that the data is shown for each 

region.  

Pivot can be performed in Spreadsheets but only by rows and columns i.e. 2 dimensionally. Anaplan 

is multi-dimensional and allows the user to Pivot data however they wish, giving much more 

flexibility to the user. 

 



 

 

Finally we will have a look at how to display your data graphically or in a report using a dashboard. 

An example dashboard is shown below: 

 

In this dashboard we have shown a graph of the Company Profit for the East Region of the company 

for Q1FY11. We have also shown who the employees in the East Region of the company and listed 

the data for the Company Profit for the East Region of the company. In this way the data can be 

analysed with all information in one place. The data can be set up specifically for the person that 

needs it and can be put in a format that is appropriate for them. Additionally the dashboard will 

always reflect the current data in the Model, even if the data changes after you have created your 

dashboard.   



To create the same set of Graphs using spreadsheets would require multiple spreadsheets and again 

there would be the problems associated with synchronisation and version control. 

Of course what we have shown here is just a sample of some of the ways data can be manipulated and 

viewed within Anaplan. Hopefully this article has given a flavour for the flexibility and ease with 

which this can be done in Anaplan. There are many other ways to manipulate and view data. To learn 

more about Anaplan please come and speak to an Anaplan expert at Innovar Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://innovarltd.co.uk/products.php?product=5
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